## 2013 Regional Results

### Detroit (Early), MI Feb 8, 2013 - Feb 10, 2013

**Teen Mr. StarQuest**  
Brendan Gorecki - Royal Family - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance

**Petite Miss StarQuest**  
Olivia Beauchamp - Havana - Dance Expressions

**Junior Miss StarQuest**  
Ashlee Phillips - Candy Man - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance

**Teen Miss StarQuest**  
Allyse Kish - Gardenia - Big City Dance Center

**Miss StarQuest**  
Nicole Murray - Wherever You Will Go - Big City Dance Center

### Top Select Petite Solo

1st Place - Olivia Beauchamp - Havana - Dance Expressions
2nd Place - Gretchen Sawicki - Home - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance
3rd Place - Isabella Di Mauro - I Want You Back - Dance Expressions
4th Place - Ryley Robrahn - Don’t Rain On My Parade - Shayna Kaye Dance

### Top Select Junior Solo

1st Place - Ashlee Phillips - Roads - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance
2nd Place - Lindsey Kamyszek - Use Somebody - Mary Skiba School Of Dance
3rd Place - Jenna Buss - I Won’t Give Up - Mary Skiba School Of Dance
4th Place - Alyvia Kish - Grace - Big City Dance Center
5th Place - Maddy Ulatowski - Stuff Like That There - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance

### Top Select Teen Solo

1st Place - Hadley Koger - Schindler's List - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance
2nd Place - Alyse Kish - Gardenia - Big City Dance Center
3rd Place - Megan Ulatowski - Stars - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance
4th Place - Gabby Beaubien - Pembroke - Sherrys Academy of Dance
5th Place - Hannah Pefley - Adagio - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance
6th Place - Amy Schwartz - It Must Have Been Love - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance
7th Place - Nicole Chow - Where Do I Even Start - Juliart Dance Studio
8th Place - Olivia Bonich - Up A Lazy River - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance
9th Place - Emily Hooper - Everytime It Rains - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance
10th Place - Ella Fadool - Spectrum - Juliana’s Academy Of Dance
Top Select Senior Solo
1st Place - Nicole Murray - Wherever You Will Go - Big City Dance Center
  2nd Place - Rachel Pawson - Real Love - Duhadway Dance Dimensions
  3rd Place - Madeline Machesky - Play - Sherrys Academy of Dance
  4th Place - Kelsie Lewinski - Dancing On My Own - Big City Dance Center
  5th Place - Charlie DuHadway - Ain’t No Sunshine - Duhadway Dance Dimensions
  6th Place - Mackenzie Meckl - My Love - Mary Skiba School of Dance
  7th Place - Tara Bombalski - One True Love - Mary Skiba School of Dance
  8th Place - Callie Palermino - Ungodly Fruit - Mary Skiba School of Dance
  9th Place - Jennifer Lynnes - Never Think - Mary Skiba School of Dance
10th Place - Sydney Robin - Deliverance - Sherrys Academy of Dance
11th Place - Evan Lugo - Old Man - Mary Skiba School of Dance
12th Place - Jennifer Minaudo - Mixed Tape - Mary Skiba School of Dance
13th Place - Rebekah Sobah - Give Me Love - Mary Skiba School of Dance
14th Place - Samantha Messina - This Womans Work - Juliart Dance Studio
15th Place - Molly Urquhart - Love The Way You Lie - Mary Skiba School of Dance
16th Place - Katelyn Slominski - Raw - Sherrys Academy of Dance
17th Place - Melody Postuma - Elephants - Elite Dance Company
18th Place - Janet Luitje - Small Illusions – Shayna Kaye Dance Kraze
19th Place - Jennifer Slominski - Hazy - Sherrys Academy of Dance
20th Place - Allison Latella – Your Song - Juliart Dance Studio

Top Select Petite Duet/Trio
1st Place - Think - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli
  2nd Place - Sweet Caroline - Broadway Dance Co - Michelle Larnard, Katie Caldwell
  3rd Place - Trouble - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta

Top Select Junior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Tutti Frutti - Ms. Bridget’s School of Dance - Bridget Accetta
  2nd Place - Brown Eyed Girl - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
  3rd Place - Satan's Little Lamb - Duhadway Dance Dimensions - Jillian Duhadway, Jillian DuHadway
  4th Place - For You I Will - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
  5th Place - My Boyfriend's Back - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta

Top Select Teen Duet/Trio
1st Place - Sail - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele
  2nd Place - Daydreams - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele
  3rd Place - Ain't No Other Man - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli
  4th Place - Original Don - Duhadway Dance Dimensions - Jillian Duhadway, Jillian DuHadway
  5th Place - We Are Young - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele

Top Select Senior Duet/Trio
1st Place - 1940 - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
  2nd Place - Everywhere I Go - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
  3rd Place - People Help The People - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
  4th Place - This Grudge - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
  5th Place - The Promise - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha

Top Select Petite Small Group
1st Place - Heaven - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli
  2nd Place - Sea Cruise - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli
  3rd Place - Petticoat Junction - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta
  4th Place - Find My Way Back Home - Shayna Kaye Dance Kraze - Shayna Boone

Top Select Junior Small Group
1st Place - Hope - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
  2nd Place - Jet Set - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
3rd Place - Footloose - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta
4th Place - Jailhouse Rock - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli
5th Place - Nerds R Us - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli

**Top Select Teen Small Group**
1st Place - All In My Head - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
2nd Place - Everybody Dance Now - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta
3rd Place - Through The Roof - Shayna Kaye Dance Kraze - Shayna Boone
4th Place - Nothing But The Water - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele
5th Place - Hey Hey - Generations Performing Arts Center - Angie Haver, Jazmin Pfeifer

**Top Select Senior Small Group**
1st Place - Mourning - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
2nd Place - All At Sea - Duhadway Dance Dimensions - Jillian Duhadway, Jillian DuHadway
3rd Place - Wherever You Will Go - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele
4th Place - The Animal - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele
5th Place - Beat Killer - Duhadway Dance Dimensions - Jillian Duhadway, Jillian DuHadway

**Top Select Petite Large Group**
1st Place - Bingo - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli
2nd Place - High School Hop - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta
3rd Place - Cooties - Shayna Kaye Dance Kraze - Shayna Boone

**Top Select Junior Large Group**
1st Place - Prayer Of The Children - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
2nd Place - Aladdin - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
3rd Place - Cinema - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
4th Place - Bandstand - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta
5th Place - Babylon - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha

**Top Select Teen Large Group**
1st Place - We Don't Eat - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
2nd Place - Home - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
3rd Place - Falling Out - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
4th Place - This War Is Over - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
5th Place - Janet Mix - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha

**Top Select Senior Large Group**
1st Place - Run Me Out - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
2nd Place - The Face - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
3rd Place - Devil With The Blue Dress - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
4th Place - Mission - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
5th Place - Change - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson

**Top Select Petite Line**
1st Place - Disney - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta

**Top Select Junior Line**
1st Place - Work Me Down - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
2nd Place - The Wedding - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
3rd Place - School Days - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
4th Place - Seize The Day - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
5th Place - M J - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta

**Top Select Teen Line**
1st Place - The Great Outdoors - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli
2nd Place - Truly, Madly, Deeply - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
3rd Place - Never Let Me Go - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele
4th Place - Tea Party - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta
5th Place - Popcorn - Generations Performing Arts Center - Angie Haver, Jazmin Pfeifer

**Top Select Senior Line**
1st Place - Money - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
   2nd Place - The Flight - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
   3rd Place - Damsel In Distress - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
   4th Place - I Look To You - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
   5th Place - Elephant - Generations Performing Arts Center - Angie Haver, Jazmin Pfeifer

**Petite/Junior Select Apogee Award**
Work Me Down - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson

**Teen/Senior Select Apogee Award**
We Don't Eat - Sherry's Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha

**Top Classic Petite Solo**
1st Place - Morgan Jacobs - Somewhere Over The Rainbow - Sherry's Academy of Dance
   2nd Place - Sofia Isabella Lutman - Sweet Dream - Juliana's Academy Of Dance
   3rd Place - Rose Roberts - Burning Love - Dance Expressions
   4th Place - Olivia Burger - Hallelujah - Sherry's Academy of Dance
   5th Place - Jocelyn Hamilton - I Feel Pretty - Sherry's Academy of Dance

**Top Classic Junior Solo**
1st Place - Samantha Dubin - Good Time - Juliana's Academy Of Dance
   2nd Place - Nadia Weller - What I Like About You - Juliana's Academy Of Dance
   3rd Place - Bryanna Skinner - Starstruck - Sherry's Academy of Dance
   4th Place - Jaylin Behovitz - Lights - Dance City West
   5th Place - Arden Blatz - Devil With The Blue Dress - Juliana's Academy Of Dance

**Top Classic Teen Solo**
1st Place - Kailey Hamilton - Home - Sherry's Academy of Dance
   2nd Place - Lillian Stichler - Little Bird - Dance Expressions
   3rd Place - Alyssa Carrol - Don't Rain On My Parade - Sherry's Academy of Dance
   4th Place - Mikayla Temple - Raunchy - Dance City West
   5th Place - Darbi Carter - Skinny Love - Dance City West

**Top Classic Senior Solo**
1st Place - Morgan Plemmons - Dream On - Dance City West
   2nd Place - Azalea Crooks - Breath Of Life - Dance Now Dance Forever Dance Studio
   3rd Place - Jordan Nelson - Sexy Silk - Dance City West
   4th Place - Jessie Marshall - Tough Lover - Dance City West
   5th Place - Melissa Plemmons - Cage - Dance City West

**Top Classic Petite Duet/Trio**
1st Place - Jailhouse Rock - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta
   2nd Place - Crazy Little Thing Called Love - Broadway Dance Co - Michelle Larnard, Katie Caldwell
   3rd Place - New Girl In Town - Shayna Kaye Dance Kraze - Shayna Boone

**Top Classic Junior Duet/Trio**
1st Place - Wikked Lil' Grrrls - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   2nd Place - Shine - Hartland Dance Academy - Laura Smith
   3rd Place - Nothing's Gonna Stop Us Now - Broadway Dance Co – Michelle

**Top Classic Teen Duet/Trio**
1st Place - Dog Days - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   2nd Place - Tomorrow Will Be Kinder - Dance Steps Studio Inc - Laurie Stoianowski
   3rd Place - Get Busy - Dance Now Dance Forever Dance Studio - Heather Crooks
   4th Place - We Don't Eat - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   5th Place - Chicken - Dance Steps Studio Inc - Laurie Stoianowski

Top Classic Senior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Come Home Soon - Dance Steps Studio Inc - Laurie Stoianowski
   2nd Place - Hot Like Wow - Dance Steps Studio Inc - Laurie Stoianowski
   3rd Place - Shake Your Hips - Dance Steps Studio Inc - Laurie Stoianowski

Top Classic Petite Small Group
1st Place - Mambo Mickey - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
   2nd Place - This Will Be - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   3rd Place - Bollywood - Broadway Dance Co - Michelle Larnard, Katie Caldwell
   4th Place - Peanut Crew - Broadway Dance Co - Michelle Larnard, Katie Caldwell
   5th Place - Doo Wop - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie

Top Classic Junior Small Group
1st Place - Black And Gold - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   2nd Place - Pray - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele
   3rd Place - Upside Down - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele
   4th Place - Celebrate - Generations Performing Arts Center - Angie Haver, Jazmin Pfeifer
   5th Place - Rhythms Of The Earth - Juliart Dance Studio - Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele

Top Classic Teen Small Group
1st Place - Blue Lips - Dance Steps Studio Inc - Laurie Stoianowski
   2nd Place - We Like Spelling - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   3rd Place - Terrible Spiders - Dance Steps Studio Inc - Laurie Stoianowski
   4th Place - Ramalama - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   5th Place - Run The Night - Dance Steps Studio Inc - Laurie Stoianowski

Top Classic Senior Small Group
1st Place - Shady - Elite Dance Company - Kathryn Benacquisto LaPorte
   2nd Place - People Helping People - Elite Dance Company - Kathryn Benacquisto LaPorte
   3rd Place - Original Don - Elite Dance Company - Kathryn Benacquisto LaPorte
   4th Place - Black Betty - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   5th Place - Anything Could Happen - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie

Top Classic Petite Large Group
1st Place - Meet Me At The Roxy - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson

Top Classic Junior Large Group
1st Place - Party Girls - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli
   2nd Place - Goofus - Generations Performing Arts Center - Angie Haver, Jazmin Pfeifer
   3rd Place - Shake - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha

Top Classic Teen Large Group
1st Place - Money - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   2nd Place - What's A Girl Gotta Do? - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie

Top Classic Senior Large Group
1st Place - Crash This Train - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie
   2nd Place - M.J. - Dance City West - Sarah Guthrie

Top Classic Petite Line
1st Place - Witch Doctor - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta
Top **Classic Junior Line**
1st Place - Man On A Flying Trapeze - Generations Performing Arts Center - Angie Haver, Jazmin Pfeifer
   2nd Place - Afro Circus - Generations Performing Arts Center - Angie

**Classic Apogee Award**
Mambo Mickey - Sherrys Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha

**Petite/Junior Solo Photogenic**
Jaylin Behovitz – Dance City West

**Teen/Senior Solo Photogenic**
Mikayla Temple – Dance City West

**Petite Solo Costume**
Madison Stabile - Big Noise - Juliana's Academy Of Dance

**Teen Solo Costume**
Emily Hooper - Everytime It Rains - Juliana's Academy Of Dance

**Senior Solo Costume**
Melanie Trimble - My Blood - Elite Dance Company

**Petite/Junior Duet/Trio Costume**
The Magician - Broadway Dance Co - Michelle Larnard, Katie Caldwell

**Teen/Senior Duet/Trio Costume**
Soumboula Hanom - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta

**Petite/Junior Group Costume**
Disney - Ms. Bridget's School of Dance - Bridget Accetta

**Teen/Senior Group Costume**
Popcorn - Generations Performing Arts Center - Angie Haver, Jazmin Pfeifer

**Choreography Awards**
Duhadway Dance Dimensions, Jillian Duhadway, Jillian DuHadway
Sherry's Academy of Dance, Sherry Blaha
Shayna Kaye Dance Kraze, Shayna Boone
Ms. Bridget's School of Dance, Bridget Accetta
Mary Skiba School of Dance, Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson
Juliart Dance Studio, Kellie Lopiccola, Niki Steele

**Petite/Junior Production Award**
The Wedding - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson

**Teen/Senior Production Award**
The Great Outdoors - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli

**Petite/Junior Fusion Award**
Sweet Caroline - Broadway Dance Co - Michelle Larnard, Katie Caldwell

**Teen/Senior Fusion Award**
Everywhere I Go – Sherry’s Academy of Dance – Sherry Blaha
Petite/Junior Odyssey Award
Bingo - Dance Expressions - Brittany Patterson, Elaine Nickoli

Teen/Senior Odyssey Award
Money - Mary Skiba School of Dance - Mary Skiba, Stacey Skiba-Johnson

FDC People’s Choice Award
All At Sea - Duhadway Dance Dimensions - Jillian Duhadway, Jillian DuHadway

KARtv Awards & Benefit Show Top Category Winners:

Top Jazz Performance:
The Great Outdoors – Dance Expressions – Brittany Patterson

Top Lyrical/Contemporary Performance:
We Don’t Eat – Sherrys Academy Of Dance – Sherry Blaha

Top Tap Performance:
Janet Mix - Sherrys Academy Of Dance – Sherry Blaha

Top Character/Musical Theater Performance:
Money – Mary Skiba School Of Dance – Mary Skiba

Top Hip Hop Performance:
The Flight - Mary Skiba School Of Dance – Mary Skiba

Top Open/Modern/Acro Performance:
Home - Sherrys Academy Of Dance – Sherry Blaha